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WEDNESDAY 10 - FRIDAY !Z JULY 1991

MELBOURNE TRADES HALL

As Recorder goes to press, the arrangements for the conference are being

concluded. Subscribers to Labour History vill find a detailed publicity brochure

enclosed in the next issue.

Papers

The opening address will be given by Dr Eric Fry who is both a foundation and

life member of the Society. He will speak on Thirty years of Labour History'.

There will be more than 40 papers from Australian and New Zealand historians

and activists presented at the conference. They have been organised into three main

streams.

1. Symposium on Labour Historv.

In recent years labour and social historians have been widening their focus

beyond the formal institutions of the labour movement to the lives and communities

of working people. Since the 1970s an increasing number of historians have

combined their interest in working people with a commitment to the contemporary

women's movement. The writings of feminist historians have enriched and enlivened

our knowledge of the working class. Indeed, some writers have employed feminist

and/or postmodernist theoretical perspectives to question the traditional dominance

of class analysis in much labour history. In this section of the conference well-

known scholars such as Verity Burgmann, Desley Deacon, Terry Irving, Marilyn Lake

and Andrew Wells will discuss the future of labour history. For those of us interested

in what gets written and how it is done, this section promises to be both lively and

informative.

2. Labour and social historv.

Here is where we get to hear what people are researching and writing about.

The broad range of subjects reflects something of the diversity under discussion in

the symposium on labour history. There are papers on the more traditional labour

history topics. There are several about unions and industrial disputes; Tom Sheridan

on the 1955 wharf dispute, John Spierings on the Painters and Decorators, and a

couple concerned the New Zealand waterfront. Politics, as usual, is well represented

with the Cold War and the 1955 Split a topic covered from different angles by a
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fiUfflber of papers. There are tvo on cofflmunisin; Barbara Curthoys on the Comintern

and the CPA, and Kerry Taylor on 'ANZAC communism*. Those vho enjoy biography
will be able to hear Frank Cain on Evatt and the Petrov affair, Ross Fitzgerald on Red'

Ted Theodore, Race Mathews on Charles Marson and Dave Nadel on Sam Merrifield.

Andrew Moore and John Shields' paper on the Biographical Register of the Australian

Labour Movement will be particularly interesting because they will be asking for

information and assistance from people at the conference. If there is anyone you

think should be in it, bring along some information. [Remember the item in a recent

issue of Recorder!] The newer developments in labour and social history will be

represented by papers from David Atkin on 'The aristocracy of muscle', Pat Grimshaw

on the labour movement and 'the woman question' at the turn of the century, and

Judy Smart on feminism, the labour movement and venereal disease in early

twentieth century Melbourne.

■^.Eioeriential Accounts.

In this section we are going to hear people who have been part of the labour
movement's history or had a role in the struggle of the common people for a better
and fairer world. All the speakers in this section have not been settled yet, but we will
have two old favourites, Frank Crean and Lloyd Edmonds talking about their separate
'adventures' during the lead-up to the 1955 Split. Dick Curlewis will talk about
collecting oral testimony from workers during the recent Brunswick Tramway Depot
dispute. We also hope to hear about the formation and development of the Working
Women's Centre, the Union of Australian Women, and several interesting accounts of
working class activism.

Conference Dinner

There will be a conference dinner at the John Curtin Hotel on Thursday 11 July
at a cost of $30 per head. The menu has a range of dishes to suit most tastes, including
vegetarians.

AttommodntiPfl

Although we do not have the resources to organise accommodation for
everyone from outside Melbourne, we have reserved a limited number of rooms at
Ormond College, University of Melbourne. The bed and breakfast rate is $38 per day.
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Music

We have invited the Trades Hail Choir to give us a recital at the conference. We

also hope they will lead us in the usual sing-along which labour history conference
people have come to expect over the years.

■Society Meetings

During the conference there will be meetings of the ASSLH Federal Executive
and the Editorial Board of Labour History.

How to 'sign on' for the Coaference

If you would like to attend the conference all you need to do is send $75 ($10 if
you are not on a wage at the moment), or pay $25 ($5) per day 'at the door'.

To attend the dinner, send $30.

For accommodation, send $38 for each night you would like to stay at Ormond
College and we will make the booking for you. If you would like information on
hotel/motel type accommodation contact Peter Love on 03 - 534 - 2445.

Method of payment,
We would prefer it if you could pay by cheque, crossed and made payable to
'ASSLH Conference Account". We like to keep the Society's auditor happy.

We look forward to seeing you in July.
Peter Love

Conference convenor

Please see next page for registration form.
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Your Name:

Address:

Phone number:

t<w«»<W««TOgKTOTO«W«««gSSS«SSjSSSSSS55S5S5SSSS5^^

ci> Registration

Dinner

Ormond College Accommodation

Please circle dates required:

$75 or $10

$30

$38/night, b&b

Tuesday 9 July

Wednesday 10 July

Thursday 11 July

Friday 12 July

Cheque, payable to 'ASSLH Conference Account', for total amount of

should be sent to:
Peter Love
Department of Social & Political Studies
Faculty of Arts
Swinburne Institute of Technology
PO Box 218

Hawthorn Vic 3122.
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A DICTIONARY OF POLITICAL TERMS FOR LABOUR HISTORIANS

Robert Corcoran, A Student's Dictionary of Political Terms,

Dellasta, Melbourne 1989. RRP $9.95.

Reviewed by Lyle Allan

Robert Corcoran, compiler of this very readable dictionary of

political terms, is well known to labour historians. He played an

important part in the ALP split of 1955, presenting evidence to the ALP

Federal Executive in support of intervention against the then Movement-

Industrial Group-controlled Victorian Central Executive (VCE). According

to Paul Ormonde in his book The Movement Corcoran's arguments against

the VCE of that time so swayed the Federal Executive majority that a

Special Conference was held in February 1955 to clean up 'outside

influences' then ascendant in the Victorian Branch.

Corcoran is, by his background, well qualified to be a political

lexicographer. His definitions, particularly as they relate to key

events and concepts relevant to the labour historian, are eloquent and

trustworthy. Insights into hidden meanings and contradictions are

regularly revealed. Some definitions are real jewels. One example,

particularly apposite in the light of recent events in Queensland and

Western Australia, is 'slush fund' - 'money allegedly received by

political parties from donors expecting to receive favours'. At senior

secondary and tertiary education levels (where this dictionary is likely

to be highly attractive) their opaline quality will likely endear this

work to several generations of students.

Dictionaries have an irresistible fascination for many of us that

cannot be easily explained. Whatever the aim of the publisher, the

success of a dictionary will ultimately depend on its ability to

entrance, to delight and encourage the reader to absorb more and more.

In contemporary terminology to be user-friendly, and also to be regarded

as reliable and usable. This dictionary is certainly in this category.
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It is also of the new generation. Older political dictionaries

enumerated rather than defined. A primary feature of one such British

product is its listing of political actors and countries. Not only does

such material date very quickly, as recent events in Eastern Europe

suggest. What is in fact a hybrid between a gazeteer and a Who's Who is

not entirely appropriate for a dictionary.

The need to include recent terminology is always a difficult problem

for dictionary compilers. Terms such as feminism, male chauvinism,

multiculturalism and the New Right are there, and the author has

correctly judged their relevance. ALP factions are well-defined but some

more recent events are overlooked. A subsequent edition will certainly

refer to Tricontinental and even 'Mexican economy', the description of

Victoria by the New South Wales Liberal Party. Senator Robert Ray's

claim that Victorian might be the 'Albania of the South' is another

possible entry, but I suspect the author will leave it out. To be fair

these are events that occurred after the dictionary's publication. In

politics a writer of both a dictionary and a text book must be a bit of a

Nostradamus. Unless a term is considered likely to be used significantly

in the future space considerations will normally mean its deletion.

Treatment of historical terms is generally excellent. Of the

Communist Party Corcoran writes that, while increasing its strength

during the 1930's depression, it did not win parliamentary seats. This

is certainly true of the 1930's, but in 1943 Fred Patterson won the

Queensland State Parliamentary seat of Bowen as a Communist candidate,

and held that seat until 1949. The various Communist Party splits are

well treated, but Trotskyism and the various Trotskyist parties (such as

the Socialist Labour League and the Socialist Workers Party) are not.

Another important omission is Henry George and the 'single tax' he

advocated on the unimproved value of land.
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Many historical issues often recur. Free trade, protection and

arbitration are current issues that were also strongly fought over at the

time of federation. Ethnicity and religion are others. Australia's

first major ethnic political party, the Irish-Catholic Democratic Labor

Party (a matter about which Keith Crisp, Daniel Kutny and Carlo Rossi

disagreed with me in previous issues of Recorder) is sensibly treated.

So too are older right-wing groups like B A Santamaria's National Civic

Council and Eric Butler's Australian League of Rights.

Corcoran's politics dictionary is probably the most useful on the

market. Particularly valuable is the list of key words (in twenty

categories, including industrial relations, jargon and slang).

Also present is a comprehensive and wide-ranging list of acronyms

and initials. Perhaps its best and most likeable feature are the one-

liners, the brief definitions, which are followed by a succinct readable

elucidation. Corcoran's compact dictionary well fulfils a need lacking

in politics dictionaries, and can be thoroughly recommended.

A SHORT HISTORY OF 100 YEARS OF MAY DAY 1890 - 1990

Compiled by Vida Little

Melbourne May Day Committee 1991

Reviewed by David Coupe

Over the last ten years or so, the Melbourne May Day Committee has

extended the range of activities around May Day, beyond the annual May

Day procession. Each year a wreath-laying ceremony is held at the 8-hour

Monument on the Thursday before, followed by a lecture in the Trades

Hall, featuring such speakers as Manning Clark, Ted Wheelwright and Tom

Uren. After the May Day March, a High Tea has been provided at the

Trades Hall for participants, followed by a concert featuring songs of

struggle of the working class. A songbook has been compiled and a
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cassette of the songs produced. Film and drama festivals have been

featured.

On April 18, John Halfpenny, Secretary of the Melbourne Trades Hall

Council, launched this latest production of the May Day Committee. The

first May Day meeting in Australia was held in the Melbourne Trades Hall

and it was appropriate that this book should be launched in the Old

Ballroom of the Trades Hall.

The author gives a considerable list of sources. From her own

contacts and experience in decades of working class and Trade Union

struggle, she has given the book a broad scope.

Originating in the 8 Hour Day struggle in the United States during

the 1800's, May Day became international following the call of the

International Workingmen's Association in Paris in 1889. Ms Little

demonstrates that Engels did not exaggerate when he wrote on May 1, 1890

that "the proletariat of Europe and America ... is mobilised for the

first time as One army, under One flag and fighting for One immediate

aim: an eight hour working day established by legal enactment."

In Australia, with a working class drawn from many countries, with a

radical tradition from may political prisoners transported here, with the

uprising at Eureka still fresh in memory, there was a strong sense of

internationalism. John Norton, an Australian radical, was a participant

in the Paris Congress that called for world wide May Day demonstrations.

Australian workers had already contributed substantial funds to London

dockworkers on strike.

May Day 1890 coincided with widespread struggles by Australian

workers to retain hard won working conditions. A May Day meeting was

held in the Melbourne Trades Hall and Sydney butchers led an evening

demonstration through that City. May Day marches were organised in 1891

in Barcaldine and Ipswich in Queensland, centres of struggle in the

Shearers' strike.
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From those early days, the book takes us on a survey of a century of

May Days, a survey of personalities and issues over the time, and

documentary records such as motions passed at meetings. The book

contains numerous photographs and a selection of leaflets from before

1920. A section containing poems from some of our well-known writers

reminds us that cultural workers have always been prominent in supporting

May Day.

The author shows that the working class today faces many of the same

problems they did in 1890. In fact, one is left to wonder who, amongst

those preening their feathers after a Century of Labor, are the true

inheritors of the Labor tradition.

In launching the book, John Halfpenny observed: "Those of us who are

today's custodians of the Labour movement's tradition and past

achievements have a big responsibility. We hold those achievements and

values in trust. They are not to be traded off for electoral popularity

or to suit the whims of economic theorists. Vida's book reminds us that

today we must help to ensure that the next one hundred years of

Australia's Labour movement are as rich and rewarding as the one hundred

years which this book records."

OBITUARY

STELLA 6ARVEY

We regret the loss of STELLA GARVEY. STELLA was a highly regarded

and well-loved member of our branch of the Labour History Society. She

was an active member of the Greensborough Branch of the ALP. At her

memorial service at the Le-Pine Chapel, Greensborough which was attended

by a wide circle of friends a number of people spoke of her

thoughtfulness, charm and warmth that she showed in meeting and

conversing with people.
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Her husband, JAMES is one of the founders of our Branch. He was a

member of the Pioneers of Progress which was the predecessor of the

Branch. Both were staunch members of the Labour Movement. Both have

devoted much of their lives to informing the lot of fellow Australians.

Recorder wishes to express its sympathy with Jim in his loss.

GORDON STANWAY SHORE 1913- 1961

PREFACE

Extracted from letter to Hugh Prosper Byrne

Queensland May 7, 1974

Dear Prosper,

Let me tell you of Gordon Shore, as I am sure you would appreciate

learning of this rare and gifted man. Gordon died just over 12 years

ago, at the age of 48 years.

1 met him in Ballarat in 1933. He was a member of the Communist

Party, end the most brilliant young man I ever met. He was in the

unemployed movement, working part-time on Railway relief works, and had

played a leading part in a successful dole strike the year before. He,

Ted Row and Beau Williams were the outstanding Communists of Ballarat.

Ted was a fitter in the Ballarat Railway Workshops then. He had a

razor-edged brain, was a brilliant organiser, and as you would remember

became a member of the National Committee.

In debate Ted would ruthlessly cut through the extended analyses of

Gordon to find the simple political slogan to fit the problem at issue.

But Gordon had a wider cultural insight and an intuitive power in

penetrating to the heart of a problem.

A discussion with Gordon was always an exciting and fruitful event.

One got the benefit of his wide range of knowledge and many an

illuminating Marxist interpretation of history. One comrade said he was

an insatiable thinker and this was an apt description of his intense
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mental energy. My own laborious effort to define Gordon's uniqueness for

example. To me his quality of thought was expressed in an acute

awareness of the social tensions (political problems etc) their instant

uncovering and the feasible solution, with the alternatives spontaneously

projected.

University honors would have presented no difficulties to Gordon.

Further Gordon had manual skills and practical knowledge of scientific

procedures. He built his home and a beach house at Dromana ably assisted

by his second wife Lorrie. Gordon never forgot the men who did the hard

work of the world. His experiences on the rail-track and road working

gave him a respect for the comradeship and ingenuity of these basic

toilers.

As a convinced anti-fascist he volunteered for war service, but his

medical history prevented this.

He became a social welfare worker and parole officer with the Penal

Department in Melbourne, where he was instrumental with outside help in

gaining prison reforms in favour of reformatory lads. On his initiative

the St David's Society was formed for the reclamation of released

prisoners and when the Director General of the Department discovered that

Gordon was the architect of this body he forced him to resign.

GORDON SHORE 1913 - 1961
s

Jim Garvey's Recollections

I  came to Ballarat in May 1933. Transferred to the District

Accounting Office of the Victorian Railways Department.

Attended a meeting at Ballarat City Hall about July 1933. Its

subject was the unemployed situation, and speakers were Ted Rowe, Stewart

Miller (Sec. Ballarat TLC), also Ernie Thornton, who rode up from
/:

Melbourne, on a push-bike ploughing through snow at Ballan.
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During the meeting I realised that I had seen Ted Rowe at Happy

Valley some 20 miles west of Ballarat where I was born - Ted had

relatives there.

After the meeting I made myself known to Ted and he invited me to

the Communist Party rooms, where some evenings later I met CP

personalities, Alan (Beau) Williams, Jack O'Leary (school teacher) Jimmy

Jones organiser, Jimmy Wight and others, but don't remember seeing Gordon

Shore there.

I never became a member, but supported the policies of the CP.

One of my jobs at the Ballarat Depot was to assist with pay

operations around the district rail system. This was carried out with

car and small rail motor (Casey Jones). One day, probably late 1933,

whilst paying relief workers in addition to the regular gang, engaged on

track renewals, Creswick line, my mate asked the ganger Bill Quick how

things were going. He said "no good, there's a young fellow Shore here,

he's a Communist and stirring the men up." I got a vague glimpse of

Gordon then.

Next pay visit I brought some literature (Workers Voice and Moscow

News) quietly dropping it from the back of the departing Casey. Saw

Gordon then, but with following pays he must have been moved on.

Unemployed relief gangs were being worked throughout the State rail

system, the program financed from Unemployment Relief Tax. Thousands of

men from the cities were camped in primitive conditions by the rail

tracks, and winter time was bitter. The men purchased boots and

blankets, by deductions from the payroll, and sometimes the supplies not

being to hand we of the paystaff, met with a hostile reception. One such

incident I recall. Our Accounting Officer, on inspection standing on the

Casey Jones endeavoring to appease an angry gang waiting on sorely needed

equipment. Bert Stenning was a fine man, deeply concerned with the harsh

plight of men rendered redundant, by the operations of a blind
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capitalistic market, and on this occasion as on others never hesitated to

express his criticism of it. Bert was a member of the ARU and it is

interesting to record that early in his career was on the staff of the

elitist Secretary's Branch. He took the responsibility of exercising an

economy in the first year of the depression by withdrawing a Railway 50

advert with the Melbourne Herald. Murdoch complained to Commissioner

Clapp who had Stenning relegated to a lower status. It was said that

Clapp made this comment "Mr Stenning a highly competent officer, but very

indiscreet."

In 1934 at the time of the Wonthaggi miners strike, Idris Williams

their President came up to appeal for support at a meeting held at

Ballarat Trades Hall. The Party had organised. I met Jim Barry who was

in charge of literature sales. Jim 20 odd years older than me, was a

veteran in the labour movement, a man of much learning and working class

experience. Now I am not sure whether it was he introduced me to Gordon

or it resulted from a party room encounter, at this time.

The heat of militant Conflict had died down by the time I had

arrived in Ballarat - the meatworkers and dole strikes, and also the

violent demonstration at the Galloway Monument were past.

Gordon told me something of the dole strike, playing a leading part

in this, he edited a bulletin as the strike progressed. In the

demonstration at the monument he was struck on the back by a Constable

Kennedy. He spoke of the unemployed workers camp in Main Street, I am

not sure whether it was at the old Chinese joss-house or in a big

deserted building near it.

The camp was worked on a co-operative basis, men had various duties

to do, to forage for food, rabbits, fish, etc. Approaches to shopkeepers

for goods, appeal for donations, fuel and food, others to lobby

councillors, MP' s and institutions. Those to arrange in cases of acute

privation.
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Gordon told of the action of the unemployed giving support to the

striking meatworkers when they planned the capsizing of a bus-load of

scabs by removing a culvert in its path on the way to the abattoirs.

The anit-war movement in Ballarat in the '30's would certainly have

generated by the inspiration of the local CP Branch and organisation

forwarded by its members.

Jack O'Leary was the main representative of the Branch. The

movement gathered impetus with the oncoming of the civil war in Spain

1936.

A branch of the new national body to meet the gathering urgent

international situation was formed. A prominent identity in its ranks

was the Reverend Heriot a Presbyterian. He permitted the use of the Hall

in his Church's ground to be used by the movement. Reverend Heriot was a

courageous man and in public boldly warned of coming dangers to world

peace, and the enemy within.

On one occasion he incurred the ire of the leading parishioner, the

estate agent Wilkie who at a crowded City Hall accused Heriot of being a

dupe of the communists.

One evening at the Church Hall, a paper on the nature of modern war

was read by a young woman (name eludes). She was a very retiring woman

and had to conquer an obvious nervousness, but she gave an excellent and

thoughtful address. Discussion followed with Gordon Shore giving an

illuminating Marxian analysis. Ex Senator John Barnes pioneer AWU

identity was present and expressed a few sentimental words. After the

meeting and talking to the young woman, she exclaimed to me "what an

insatiable mind Gordon has."

In 1938 Gordon entered into a period of great difficulty and crisis

for him. He was for some time suffering with inner ear trouble, and had

a major operation for mastoiditis late that year. Most people who knew

Gordon, could not have failed to notice, that many times he appeared to
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be in the grip of mental strain, or tension; perhaps there was some form

of neurosis which had its foundation in his organic trouble. This would

be expressed at times in erratic behaviour and an aggressive manner.

Prior to the operation Gordon became more frenetic and contentious,

almost raving. The affected inner ear was removed, a dangerous job then,

and a plate inserted to protect the brain. A period of convalescence

followed with adapting to a temporary loss of balance.

It was shortly after this, when he took up an opposition to the CP.

I was in the Ballarat City Hall when Gordon challenged a statement of Dr

O'Day's in his address on Czecho-Slovakia, Hitler then on the point of

invasion. Gordon's query was on an aspect of historical interpretation.

Gordon turned to the Labor Party, developing a friendship with Tom Carey,

a pioneer of the Labour movement, and in his day an inspired orator. I

heard him speak from the Galloway Monument, an old man, and even then of

masterful presence and compelling speech. With Carey then siding with

Franco against the Spanish struggle for democracy, Gordon was in full

retreat from his former convictions, and when it was heard that he had

received employment as a warder in Pentridge Gaol 1939 those of us close

to the CP could only conclude also that he had capitulated to the class

enemy.

In actuality Gordon had temporarily deflated, as I came to know

shortly he had not yielded up his basic integrity of socialist

conviction. The totality of a physical and mental agony proceeding from

his serious ailment, and pressures of his home situation for stable

employment were just too much.

Just before the Shore family moved to Melbourne 1 called to retrieve

some books and his then wife, who always showed hospitality to me advised

of their new address.

Coincidentally I was transferred back to Melbourne in April 1940,

and a rare circumstance brought me into Gordon's orbit. Dear friends of
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mine were concerned about the plight of their son, whom they had reason

to believe was lodged in Pentridge under an assumed name. I felt that

Gordon could help and I contacted him. Gordon checked on the identity,

and advised me of procedure to see the lad. I reassured his parents. It

was a minor offence, and he was released after three weeks confinement.

This was a reconciliation; we never went into pros and cons, but I

knew eventually he was on the way back.

Gordon's talent asserted itself, and he moved on as a welfare

officer in the Penal and Gaols Department, where he was able to be much

more his own man.

After the war he worked in the Department of Aircraft Production

where his talent for systems planning and cost accounting unfolded and he

reached executive level.

Although Gordon had resigned from the CP in 1939 over differences on

tactical questions, he never retreated from his allegiance to Socialism

and the Socialist countries. During the years 1945-1960 he co-operated

with Party personnel on deputations to the Public Service Board and other

bodies. He firmly held that revolutionary politics was the only road to

scientific socialism.

Gordon and his wife Lorrie re-built the run-down Greensborough

Branch of the ALP and it is now going strong.

He was an authority on native plants, trees and birds, and his

garden remains as a tribute to his concern for conservation and ecology.

Gordon Shore was steeped in Australian history. He gloried in its

democratic growth, the great union struggles in the '80's, the period of

the remarkable socialist agitators leading up to the IWW. Gordon revered

the spiritual heralds of the great drive for workers emancipation and

would most often quote from Daley, Lawson, O'Dowd, McDougall etc.
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Central to Gordon's thinking was an abiding concern for the human

being, and he incessantly brought out in discussion and dialogue what

liberation from capitalism would mean in terms of creative living.

In his final weeks he was attended to by Dr Grigg, a member of the

ALP who expressed amazement at his command of English literature and his

informed commentary over a wide range of affairs. So great was his

versatility he could proceed from reflections on aspects of archaeology

to football from the principle of the carpenters square to philosophical

verse. This done with ease and zest, he would interpret Kant, Spencer,

Marx, etc and turn to quote Shakespeare and Burns erstwhile relating them

to their time and culture.

Gordon died of cancer in November 1961.


